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Coherent and self-amplified infrared synchrotron radiation emitted by a 50-MeV electron beam

J. M. Ortega, R. Prazeres, F. Glotin, and D. A. Jaroszynski*
LURE, Bâtiment 209d, Universite´ de Paris–Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 23 July 1997!

We have observed and analyzed the coherent spontaneous emission~CSE! and the self-amplified spontane-
ous emission~SASE! emitted, in the near infrared spectral range, by short pulses of relativistic electrons
passing through an undulator. The CSE is surprisingly large at wavelengths much shorter than the electron
pulse length. The SASE spectral line exhibits an unexpected growth at the start-up of the process. Both
phenomena are fluctuating and can be distinguished only by careful spectral measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A relativistic electron beam crossing a transverse fie
usually a periodic magnetic ‘‘undulator’’ produces synchr
tron radiation~called ‘‘spontaneous emission’’ or ‘‘radiatio
noise’’!. This radiation is very interesting in itself and
widely used as a source in synchrotron radiation cent
This radiation can be extraordinarily more intense when
electrons radiate in phase: this happens when the elec
are longitudinally bunched in substructures of length com
rable to the radiation wavelength. This is usually called ‘‘c
herent spontaneous emission,’’ when these substructure
ist before the electrons are entering the field and ‘‘stimula
emission’’ or ‘‘free-electron laser’’~FEL! when a beam lon-
gitudinal modulation is produced by interaction with the o
tical and magnetic fields. The FEL is widely used as a sou
of such intense radiation@1,2#. In a FEL, an undulator is
placed in an optical cavity which stores the stimulated sp
taneous emission. This stimulated emission is subseque
amplified at each pass through the electron beam, up to
saturation level. The wavelength is tunable over a la
range, by sweeping the magnetic field of the undulator
the electron beam energy. There are FELs operating in v
ous wavelength regions from millimeter waves to ultravio
@1,2#. In principle, the FEL will operate in the x-ray spectr
range. However, the state of the art of optical cavity mirr
and electron beams has not been sufficient to produce
oscillation at wavelengths shorter than 240 nm@3#. Other
related techniques, noticeably the VUV harmonic genera
in an undulator@4# and x-ray generation by FEL intracavit
Compton backscattering@5# have been demonstrated, but a
producing small power.

Another solution proposed@6# to reach the x-ray range i
to operate with a very high gain in single pass configurati
thus avoiding mirrors: the spontaneous emission is ampli
in a very long undulator~20–40 m!, and reaches saturation i
one pass. This so-called ‘‘self-amplified spontaneous em
sion’’ ~SASE! requires a very high quality electron bea
~high peak current, low energy spread, small emittance!. Its
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energy has to be quite high~several GeV! if one wants to
reach the x-ray range, making the device extremely exp
sive and cumbersome. The SASE has so far only been
served in cm waves@7# and in the millimeter@8# spectral
ranges. Indeed, the electron beam requirements neede
SASE are more and more demanding as the wavelength
creases. Thus, study of SASE in the midinfrared region is
important step in understanding the process and in extra
lating to the possible development of SASE sources in
rays. Recently, we have been able to produce below sat
tion SASE in the spectral region of 5–10mm @9#. At this
level of SASE, it is very difficult, however, to distinguis
between the coherent spontaneous emission, due to the i
electron temporal distribution, and the SASE, which
caused by a self-induced modulation of this distribution.
the present paper, we analyze in detail the experimental
havior of these two phenomena.

Let us examine the different aspects of the radiat
which may occur in such a radiating device, and which
the spontaneous emission, coherent spontaneous emis
FEL gain, and SASE.

~i! The spontaneous emission~SE! is the radiation pro-
duced by a single electron, traveling along an undulator oN
magnetic periods. It is peaking at the so-called resona
wavelength:

lR5lu~11K2/2!/2g2,

wherelu andK are, respectively, the period and the dime
sionless ‘‘deflection parameter’’ of the undulator@9#, and
gmc2 is the electron beam energy. The single electron rad
tion is a wave train ofN periods, corresponding to a lengt
of NlR . The spectral linewidth of the radiation is

Dv/v>0.9/N.

Considering a bunch ofNe electrons, assuming they are ra
domly distributed in the bunch, the electrons are incoher
sources. The resulting amplitude of the emitted radiation
an averaged absolute value of (Ne)

1/2 times the one-electron
amplitude and the total intensity is simplyNe times the one-
electron intensity. Therefore, the incoherent emission of
electron bunch is justNe times the one-electron SE and th

cs,
,
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1054 57ORTEGA, PRAZERES, GLOTIN, AND JAROSZYNSKI
energy produced scales asN(Ne) @on-axis and in a relative
bandpass,1/N, this energy is proportional instead t
N2(Ne), due to the undulator interference effect#.

~ii ! The coherent spontaneous emission~CSE! is observed
if the dimension of the electron bunch is smaller than
emitted wavelength. In this case, the individual sour
~electrons! are in phase and the amplitudes add linearly. T
total emitted energy scales asN(Ne)

2, i.e., linearly with the
undulator length, and quadratically with the electron curre
Ne being usually large, the ratio of CSE over SE can be v
large, of the order of 108 to 1010. In most FELs, including
CLIO, the electron bunch length is larger than the emit
wavelength, and the CSE should be negligible. Neverthel
a partial coherence still occurs if the electron bunch long
dinal density exhibits structures like sharp edges, or m
generally, strong components at high frequency in its Fou
spectrum. In this case, a CSE component of intensityI coh(v)
adds to the SE intensityI SE(v)5I o(v)Ne , whereI 0 is the
intensity emitted by one electron. This CSE componen
described by the diffraction theory which yields a coher
intensity:

I coh~v!5I o~v!Ne
2f 2~v!,

wheref (v) is the Fourier transform of the longitudinal ele
tron density.

The total intensity is

I T~v!5I coh1I SE'N~ i 1 f 2i 2!,

where i is the electron beam average current.f is also a
function of i , when the electron longitudinal shape vari
with the average current.

Both SE and the CSE are ‘‘spontaneous emission’’ a
have the same spectral distribution, equal to the one elec
distribution if the functionf (v) is ‘‘smooth.’’

~iii ! Another method of increasing the emission of light
through the FEL gain process, induced by the interact
between the electron bunch and an optical wave, which
ates a periodical modulation~microbunching! on the electron
beam distribution, and produces a strong Fourier compon
at the resonant wavelength and possibly its harmonics: in
casef (v) becomes a sharply peaked function. This com
nent adds to the initial optical wave and constitutes
‘‘gain’’: with an adequate optical cavity, it produces the FE
oscillation @2#. The initial wave is then the stored spontan
ous emission. When the spontaneous emission which is
duced along the undulator is noticeably amplified in a sin
pass so as to enter an exponential growth regime, it is ca
self-amplified spontaneous emission~SASE!. The analysis of
this process has been carried out by several authors@6#. The
power of SASE grows exponentially along the undulator a
z, with

PSASE}exp~z/Lg!,

where

Lg5lu /~4pr) !.

Lg is the ‘‘gain length,’’ which characterizes the expone
tial growth of SASE and depends on a dimensionl
‘‘Pierce parameter,’’r, which is proportional to (ı̂/seg
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is the peak electron current,se its transverse size, andgmc2

its energy. Whenr is small, it becomes practically impos
sible to reach saturation. In practice, SASE requires hig
intensities and smaller emittance~transverse size! as the en-
ergy increases, i.e., as the desired wavelength is smaller.
saturation occurs forrN>1. At start-up (rN!1), the radia-
tion is the spontaneous emission of an incoherent elec
beam, the spectral width being;1/N. In the exponential
growth regime, one expects a reduction of the spectral li
width to Dv/v>(rN)1/2/N.

At saturation, of either SASE or the FEL oscillator, th
amplification of SE is also of the order ofNe , i.e., in the
range of 108– 1010.

The SE is intrinsically noisy. This noise is classical a
adds to the quantum fluctuations. However, the amplitude
the classical fluctuations scales as 1/(Nt)

1/2, whereNt is the
number of electrons emitting in the observed solid angle
bandpass. Therefore, the SE is not fluctuating in most p
tical conditions. The CSE is, supposedly, classically not fl
tuating, since all the electrons radiate in phase. Howeve
wavelengths shorter than the electron bunch length, the C
is due to the details in the bunch longitudinal distribution a
amplifies strongly any pulse to pulse variation. The SA
has been calculated to be intrinsically fluctuating below sa
ration @6#: The electron bunch distribution fluctuations~act-
ing mainly on the peak current! can also cause large varia
tions in the SASE exponential regime. The FEL oscilla
reaching saturation is usually stable, although quite sens
to the electron beam fluctuations@1,2,10#.

II. THE CLIO INFRARED FEL FACILITY

We present here the successful production and obse
tion of CSE and SASE in the midinfrared region atl
>5 mm and 10mm. These observations have been carr
out with the ‘‘CLIO’’ FEL. CLIO is an infrared free-electron
laser and a user facility since 1993@10#. CLIO is based on a
pulsed linear accelerator.~See Figs. 1 and 2.! Its character-
istics are listed in Table I. CLIO is offering more than 200
hours per year of beam time to users working mostly in
fields of surface and solid state physics, electrochemical
terfaces, molecular dynamics, near-field microscopy, a
medicine. Although devoted to users, CLIO is using some
the beam time to study FEL basic processes and impro
ments @4,5,9–12#. For example, the two-color FEL is a
original property of CLIO@12#, which enhances its capabili
ties in time resolved pump-probe experiments.

The accelerator delivers 12ms long trains of short pulses
This pulse length has been measured with a collima
placed in an energy dispersive section of the magnetic be
the beam is dephased in the accelerating section so a
transform its time dependence into an energy depende
The resolution of the method can be very good in princip
In our case it is limited by the fact that some bunch evolut
may still occur in the long accelerating section and we e
mated it to 1 ps~300 mm!, well above the wavelengths o
interest~5–10mm!. However, the pulse is very asymmetr
@11# so that it may have Fourier components at short wa
lengths.

The same collimator has been used to vary the beam
rent, in an effort to measure the current dependence of SA
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57 1055COHERENT AND SELF-AMPLIFIED INFRARED . . .
and CSE. However, moving one slit across the beam se
parts of the beam having different energy distribution, wh
makes it more difficult to interpret the data. In fact, in
accelerator, it is difficult to find a way to vary the pea
current while maintaining constant bunch shape and ene
distribution.

The thermoionic gun makes the machine very reliable

TABLE I. CLIO FEL main parameters.

Accelerator
type linear, radiofrequency, 3 GHz
gun thermoionic, 1 ns pulse
prebuncher 500 MHz reentrant cavity
buncher 3 GHz, 5 MeV, SW
accelerator 3 GHz, 50 MeV, TW
maximum energy 50 MeV
minimum energy 20 MeV
peak current 100 A
magnetic bend doubly achromatic

nearly isochronous (,1 ps/%)
90% emittance 150p mm mrad~normalized!
energy spread~FWHM! 1%

Time structure
macropulse length 11ms
repetition rate 1–50 Hz
micropulse length 8 ps~measured!
micropulse separation 4–32 ns

FEL
undulator period 50.4 mm
number of periods: N 19 ~for each undulator section!

measured gain per pass
~laser rise time at start-up!

up to 500%

Pierce parameter:r 1.931023

Laser range 3–53mm
ts
h

gy

d

stable. However, there are small instabilities in the bun
shape which produce large fluctuations on the observed C
as well as on SASE. Also, the tuning of the machine is mu
more critical for CSE and SASE than for the FEL itself, th
quadrupoles acting on the achromatism and the isochron
of the bend being particularly sensitive.

The CLIO spectral range spans 3–50mm at electron en-
ergies ranging from 50 to 20 MeV~Fig. 3!. The present
experiment has been performed at 50 MeV because, on
hand, we always observed a better FEL at this energy and
the other hand, in order to avoid too much CSE, since
observed SASE is far from saturation. Optical gain of up t
has been measured on the FEL oscillator, which has led u
think that SASE should be readily observable on CLIO.~See
Fig. 4.!

The undulator of CLIO has 38 magnetic periods, divid
in two half-undulator sections ofN519 periods, for which
each gap is independently adjustable. This feature is mad
run the FEL in a two-color mode@12#, but it also should
allow discrimination between SASE and CSE effects, sin

FIG. 2. Measured shape of the electron pulse.
FIG. 1. CLIO layout.
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1056 57ORTEGA, PRAZERES, GLOTIN, AND JAROSZYNSKI
CSE scales linearly with the undulator length and quadr
cally with the current, whereas SASE scales exponential

III. OBSERVATION OF CSE

The spontaneous emission enhancement is monit
through the signal delivered by an infrared detector~InSb or
HgCdTe! placed on-axis in front of the undulator. The radi
tion is observed in an angular aperture sufficiently smal
avoid spectral broadening when the spectrum is record
Production of either CSE or SASE requires different settin
of the accelerator

~i! Quadrupoles settings in the bend: they act on the be
focusing in the undulator. Normally, they do not influen
the CSE, which is sensitive only to the longitudinal shape
the bunch. However, this shape is sensitive to the magn
elements acting on the bend isochronicity. Indeed, we fo
that CSE was less critically dependent on these tunin
since SASE is strongly influenced by the beam focusing
the undulator, as we will see below.

~ii ! RF phases between the prebuncher, buncher, and
celerating section. These tunings act strongly on both
electron peak current and longitudinal shape, in a man
that cannot be predicted in practice: the CSE and SASE
els obtained being far from saturation, either one can be

FIG. 4. CLIO optical gain measured at FEL start-up. The tim
delay between successive pulses is equal to the optical ca
roundtrip time.

FIG. 3. CLIO spectral range. The average power is given at
repetition rate of 25 Hz~macropulses! and 62 MHz~micropulses!.
Higher rates can be used.
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duced by a small substructure of the electron bunch such
spike ~CSE or SASE! or a sharp edge~CSE!.

When one maximizes the spontaneous emission leve
its maximum, one cannot predict whether the path taken
lead ultimately to CSE rather than SASE. Apparently, t
optimization seems to favor only one type, rather than ca
CSE and SASE to coexist. Therefore, they have to be dis
guished by intensity and spectral measurements. Let us b
with CSE.

The intensity dependence of CSE has been measured
ing the collimator placed in the bend~Fig. 5!. The curve
exhibits a step, far from the quadratic dependence expe
for CSE. It can be understood, if we assume that the bu
has a substructure exhibited only by the particles posses
nearly the nominal energy~center of the curve!. It is reason-
able to think that the particles on the wings of the ene
distribution have a smoother longitudinal distribution: th
cannot contribute to CSE although they can still contribute
the electron peak current and, hence, to SASE, as we will
below.

The spectral behavior of the emitted radiation is the m
convincing evidence: at any level of emission the spec
distribution is identical and possesses a constant spe
width of 3.3% ~Fig. 6!. The simple theory yields 2.3%, bu
the spectral width has always been found to be larger, du
inhomogeneous effects~emittance, in particular!.

For clarity, the signals displayed in Fig. 6 are averaged
fact, the noise affecting the CSE is of the order of 100
This is due to the fact that very small changes in the bu
longitudinal shape produce very large changes in the h
ranking Fourier coefficients: indeed, this would not happ
at a wavelength longer than the electron bunch length. In
case, it is worthwhile to notice that we produce coher
emission at wavelengths~5–10mm!, of the order of 1023 of
the electron bunch length. To our knowledge, this is the fi
time CSE is seen with such a small relative waveleng
previous studies@13,14# have also shown that CSE could b
observed at wavelengths shorter than the electron bu
length, but only for a ratio greater than typically 5%.

IV. OBSERVATION OF SASE

With the above parameters, the gain lengthLg is about 1
m, and the saturation parameter isr(2N)50.07!1 in our

ity

FIG. 5. Intensity dependence of CSE with the collimator s
position.

e
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FIG. 6. Spectra of CSE at various levels:~a! minimum, ~b! maximum.
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case. This indicates that the SASE radiation is necessaril
from saturation, which would occur for 500 periods. F
proper settings of the machine parameters, an apprec
level of SASE can be observed. It is very sensitive to the
phase adjustments. The influence of such phase tuning,
ing the average current unchanged, is displayed in Fig. 7:
spontaneous emission intensity is strongly affected. One
of curves~‘‘phase ON’’! has been obtained with optimum
RF phase adjustment, corresponding to a strong maximum
emission intensity, and the other set of curves~‘‘phase
OFF’’! has been obtained with a detuned RF phase. W
the average current remains constant, the peak current di
ishes by approximately 50%@11#. This is evident proof that
the SASE or CSE process occurs, since the SE is str
proportional to the average current. The very strong obser
effect calls for SASE rather than CSE. This is discuss
below.
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Figure 8 shows the spontaneous emission intensity a
function of the electron beam current with one or two und
lators of an equal number of periods. Beam current has b
varied by controlling the aperture of a beam slit of the c
limator. CurveA ~two undulators! exhibits clearly a nonlin-
ear behavior~curve B, for one undulator, also, though les
obvious! which implies a coherence effect such as C
and/or SASE. The curveC is the curveB multiplied by a
factor of 2. Since the CSE~and the SE! scales linearly with
the undulator length, the difference between curvesA andC
is necessarily due to the presence of SASE. Therefore, S
is present, which is also shown by its nonlinear behav
although some CSE may also exist. It may occur also in
first undulator, which may be responsible for the small no
linearity of curveB, but the accuracy is not sufficient t
determine whether this behavior is exponential~SASE! or
quadratic~CSE!.
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1058 57ORTEGA, PRAZERES, GLOTIN, AND JAROSZYNSKI
These curves have been taken with an electron b
transverse size adjusted for the FEL oscillator. When
adjusts the size to maximize SASE, the intensity is o
slightly increased by the presence of the second undulato
this case ther parameter is maximized by a very small ele
tron beam size in the center of the first undulator~Fig. 9!.
Then r becomes almost negligible in the second undula
due to the divergence of the beam following a very sm
focus.

The spectrum of the SASE has been measured for var
intensities of SASE. A spectrum is displayed in Fig. 10
the case corresponding to the FEL beam adjustment of
9. It is taken at 5mm, so that we can use a sensitive InS
detector and measure both the SE and SASE: clearly a m
erate amplification appears which is located at a sligh
longer wavelengthDl/l51.4%, close to the theoretica
value of 1/2N expected for FEL gain.

In Fig. 11, we display the spectra obtained with the b
beam adjustment, at 10mm, where the detector~HgCdTe! is
not sensitive enough to measure the SE: When SASE
creases, the spectrum linewidth increases and the ce
wavelength shifts toward large values. The larger spectr
corresponding to the higher SASE intensity, is displaced

FIG. 7. Influence of the electron peak current~RF phase tuning!
on the spontaneous intensity~top curves! during the electron mac
ropulse. The bottom curves are the average electron beam cur

FIG. 8. Intensity of SASE vs electron beam current. CurvesA
andB correspond, respectively, to 2N andN (519) period undu-
lators. CurveC is two times curveB.
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15% ~at 11.5mm!, and has a linewidth of 23%. The reso
nance wavelength shift cannot be explained either by an
gular error of 8 mrad or by a relative energy variation of 7
which would cause large beam losses.

The experimental increase of the linewidth up to 23%
not in agreement with the SASE theory, which predicts
narrowing of the spectrum as compared to the SE. Howe

nts.

FIG. 9. Beam envelopes for FEL or CSE~a! and SASE experi-
ments~b!.

FIG. 10. Spectra of the emission with and without SASE a
their difference atl55 mm, with the ‘‘FEL’’ adjustment.
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57 1059COHERENT AND SELF-AMPLIFIED INFRARED . . .
this theory considers the exponential growth of intens
rather than the start-up regime, as is the case here. He
we assume this width to be Fourier limited, a linewidth
Dl/l523% corresponds to a wave train of aboutDz
>40mm. This value is 10 times shorter than the leng
Nl5400mm, of the SE wave train. Such a short pulse
gime is likely to be due to the fact that the electron bun
profile has a sharp maximum, which produces SASE, of
order of 1 ps, i.e., 300mm or even shorter. This effectiv
electron pulse length is of the order of the slippage leng
200mm for one undulator~since only one undulator appea
to be efficient at the SASE best adjustment correspondin
Fig. 9!. Therefore, the slippage reduces the overlap betw
the electrons and the wave train so that only a fraction of
SE wave train can be amplified, shortening the pulse
leading to the observed linewidth increase. The best ph
tuning for SASE corresponds necessarily to the shor
spike in the electron bunch structure since the average
rent remains constant.

Finally, let us point out that CSE, like SASE, is ve
noisy. Figure 12 shows a SASE spectrum recorded with
averaging: it consists in a series of lines. However, it is
clear whether this behavior comes from the expected spe
fluctuations of SASE or from its intensity fluctuations. Th
time dependence of SASE during the macropulse is show

FIG. 11. Spectra of SASE for various SASE intensities~varying
the linac peak current! for the best beam tuning atl510mm.

FIG. 12. SASE spectrum without averaging.
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Fig. 13, similar to Fig. 7 except it is recorded with a fa
detector: it is extremely noisy along the macropulse. Bes
the intrinsic unstable nature of below saturation SASE, t
may be due to small RF phase variations~of the order of one
degree @10#! which modify the bunch shape during th
bunching process. Similar temporal behaviors have been
corded with CSE. Therefore a discrimination between C
and SASE based on an analysis of the level of fluctuation
very difficult.

In conclusion, the good electron beam quality, which c
be obtained with the CLIO machine, has allowed us to o
serve SASE in the midinfrared region, around 5 and 10mm.
Although SASE is far from saturation, since the amplific
tion is only one order of magnitude, we have been able
measure the spectral behavior at start-up and to observ
unexpected growth of the linewidth. In certain condition
SASE is absent and CSE can be observed. Careful spe
measurements have allowed us to discriminate betw
them. The production of CSE at wavelength shorter than
electron bunch is a frequent situation: In the past, some
tempts to produce a far-infrared FEL@15# or SASE@16# have
resulted in emissions which seem dominated, rather, by C
In the present experiments, CSE happens at wavelength

FIG. 14. Plot of the highest single pass amplifications prese
~1997! obtained worldwide in free-electron devices.

FIG. 13. SASE recorded with a time resolving detector.
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1060 57ORTEGA, PRAZERES, GLOTIN, AND JAROSZYNSKI
short as 1023 of the electron bunch length. Therefore, CSE
likely to be observed as well in future experiments aimed
producing SASE at very short wavelengths@17,18#, since
these projects plan to use very short electron bunches. T
will be produced, as in the case of CLIO, by velocity mod
lation imprinted in an accelerating element followed by
drift or a dispersive magnetic bend~magnetic compression!.
Since the electrons travel at nearly the speed of light,
deceleration is more efficient than the acceleration and
resulting pulse shape is always very nonsymmetric, wit
sharp edge on one side producing short wavelength CSE
E
of

.

A

A

O

t

se
-

e
e
a

In fact, SASE at short wavelength is very difficult to pro
duce. A plot of the highest single pass amplifications o
tained worldwide~Fig. 14! shows that approximately 15 or
ders of magnitude will have to be gained to generate SA
in the x-ray spectral region. Indeed, CSE could be an ea
way to produce coherent light at short wavelength, since
sensitive only to the longitudinal structure of the bunch b
much less than SASE to its emittance and energy spr
Indeed, the number of photons generated by CSE would
smaller than would be produced by a fully saturated SA
process, but could be of some practical interest.
.
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